The TODOS 2020 Conference

Activating Agency for Student Access, Engagement, and Advancement in Mathematics

June 25 – 27, 2020
Scottsdale, AZ

Keynote Speaker
Karen D. King, PhD

Leading major IMPACT Sessions on
Beliefs and Structure, Curriculum & Instruction,
Families & Communities, and Systems & Accountability

• Mark Ellis
• Robert Berry
• Cathery Yeh
• Marilyn Strutchens
• Luz Maldonado
• Rodrigo Gutiérrez
  & Maura Varley

Also, join us at the TODOS Preconference

Change Agents Taking Action on Equity in Mathematics Education

8:00 am – 3:00 pm, June 25
Scottsdale, AZ

For more information
https://www.todos-math.org/todos-2020-conference
@TODOSmath #TODOS2020
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